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A MERRY N.R.C. CHRISTMAS!

"The fact that 20 of the 23 Christmas Cards I received were from friends in the NRC proves what a wonderful and friendly Club we have. Viva NRC!"

-Frank Williams - 4237 Elmwood Avenue - Lynwood, California

NEW MEMBERS

THOMAS HAMATT
JOHN SEMIGRA III
RONALD PAPROCKI
THORD KNOTTSON

Portanimicut Road
830 East Main Street
600 Wilkins Street
Box 47

South Orleans, Massachusetts
Lakeland, Florida
Rochester 21, New York
Eskdale, Sweden

RENEWALS

Harry J. Hibbard  
Bengt Axel Ericsson  
Carl E. Parsons Jr.

John Sampson  
Glen H. Kipple  
Robert S. LaMore

Tom Farmerie  
Dan K. Phillips  
Ernest J. Wesolowski

Carleton Lord  
John T. Tweedie  
Donald K. Holler

Watson Wendt

DX CALENDAR

| Mon, Feb. 19 | C F L V | 1370 | Valleyfield, Quebec | 1,800 | 3:00 - 4:00 | NNRC |
| 19 W M O D | 1370 | Mornisville, West Virginia | 000 | 4:00 - 5:00 | N R C |
| 19 W P T X | 920 | Lexington Park, Maryland | 500 | 4:00 - 5:00 | N R C |
| Mon. Mar. 12 | K U J | 1420 | Walla Walla, Washington | 0,000 | 3:30 - 4:30 | NNRC |
| 12 C F C W | 790 | Camrose, Alberta | 10,000 | 3:30 - 4:30 | NNRC |
| 12 W J O Y | 1330 | Burlington, Vermont | 250 | 3:30 - 4:30 | NNRC |
| 12 C K L E | 1350 | Oshawa, Ontario | 5,000 | 3:30 - 4:30 | NNRC |
| Mon. Mar. 19 | K O W B | 1290 | Laramie, Wyoming | 1,000 | 3:30 - 4:30 | NNRC |
| 19 C J K L | 560 | Kirkland Lake, Ontario | 5,000 | 3:30 - 4:30 | NNRC |

W M O D

Chuck Brand, Program Director, says in part, "We will be most happy to cooperate with the NRC and will be on the air Monday morning, Feb. 19, at 4 a.m., EST for monitoring purposes. This will also serve as a frequency check with a temporary sign-on of 4 a.m., sign off at 5, and returning for our regularly scheduled programming at 6 a.m. There will be music, frequent station breaks. It is also expected that our member, Sid Rosenbaum, of Wheeling, will be on hand to greet us over the air. We thank Mr. Brand, and hope you all log this station on this special test."

FRAN NITTLEG

W P T X

Jack Armstrong, WPTX DJ, will do this special test broadcast, and the music will come from the "Top 20" WPTX current tunes, along with other pop music. WPTX is a pop music station which serves Charles and St. Marys counties of Maryland. The Patuxent Naval Air Station which is the second largest in the country is located right across the street from WPTX. WPTX often participates in public service programming like collecting food and clothing for needy families. We expect a clear channel for this DX, and we hope everyone is able to log this much-sought station. FRAN NITTLEG

BE SURE TO REPORT TO ALL DXING STATIONS. IF NOT HEARD, SEND THEM A THANK-YOU NOTE.
K D A B - 1550 - Arvada, Colorado

January 12, 1963

"Dear Ernest:

"KDAB Radio is sincerely grateful to the members of the NRC for the whole-hearted and unreserved manner in which they sent DX reports to us. These reports have allowed us to pinpoint our skywave pattern with nearly the accuracy we could have accomplished with extensive and expensive measurements in the field. These reports have each been acknowledged where humanly possible. Sometimes we have had to stretch a point, but we'll acknowledge each one received for the next few days.

"In the future, KDAB engineers will insist upon the following from each reporting station or else we shall be unable to send a reply:

Each report must contain at least three verifiable items
Each report must be mailed within 24 hours of monitoring
Each report must be accompanied by return postage
Each report must ask for a verification

"The reason for the last qualification is that many times we receive "courtesy" follow up reports that do not ask for a verification. These are filed on a routine basis by our file clerk.

"The National Radio Club has established what is to us the most acceptable reporting system yet seen. We appreciate this and acknowledge it humbly.

Very truly yours," (signed) John P. Tucker, CE.

"AN" SITUATION

ON
765 Y S K L (ex-755 kc/s.)
1320 W Z O K (except Mondays)
1380 W B N X (in Spanish, exc. Mondays)
1400 K T U C (except Mondays)
1490 K W A C (except Mondays)
1150 K R K D NS (no silent period)

OFF
930 K H J
1440 K P R O
1400 W H I H
1490 K B L A
1430 K A L I
1600 K W O W

Only veris received this week is for W51Z-1380-3x. New stations heard were: KPAL-1450 heard 3:45; KPO-1450 3:44; KNEA-970 5:05; WAOX-1290 5:45; WPTF-680 5:58. 1/23-WKBR-1410 8 pm., HNN-690 midnight, first time heard on this frequency. 1/27-ASON-1570 1:11 with TT and frequent announcements by woman, XERF off again. Now 675 logged with 212 verified. I still have trouble with HNL that takes out all chances for DX when it is on and CX have not been as good as westerly this season. Best 73 and DX.

Bryan and Keith Wilson - 220 S Avenue - New Westminster, British Columbia

We missed the deadline for last Musings, so here's the result of DX in the last two weeks. The Log is slowly getting fatter, station by station. 1/19-KOGI-1230 Chelan, Wash. on for a basketball game until s/off at 1:15, heard in absence of semi-local CKDA-1230 having quite a bit of XR trouble that evening. This station is listed as daytime on 1220, but is now full time 1,000/250 on 1230. On 1/27, KDOV-1300 adford, Ore. s/on under KOL at 8:04; KOPY-1050 San Mateo, Cal. 7:55 pm. as a SSS catch. 1/29 brought KTH-1400 Ashland, Ore. f/c 3-3:30, MX, TT, and ID's every two minutes. As far as veris are concerned, quite a haul since last report: V/1 KAGI-930 Box 146, Grants Pass, Ore.; CKSE-1050 Man.-DX, KRHR-740 Houston 1; KSHE-1450 Box 905, Red Lodge, Mont.; KESI-950 Box 31, Pocatello, IDa.; and KOGI-1230 Chelan, Wash. V/c KTH-1270 Twin Falls, IDa.; KSO-1450 KTIX-1590 Seattle, CJBE-940 Vernon B.C. DX and saving the best for the last, TQJ-830 6A. Avenida 10-45, Z,1, Guatemala City, in Spanish, of course. We both had riots trying to translate it! Time to say so 73s and keep trying!

Ernie Cooper - 438 East 11 Street - Brooklyn 26, New York

2/3- Unr WORC-1420 ET/M 1:18, atop WHK. Noted unr GMA-690 atop WIBG at 1:30. KGU-1560 ET/M AN for a welcome new one. WJUD-1560 f/c-TT 3:30-3:45, and WSVW-1570 f/c-TT 3:30-3:37 s/off, for three new ones. 2/5- Unk TT on 1550 most of very noisy AI, ET/M unkn on 1450, as Joe Fela also noted but ID (missed) given at 1555, said f/c and XR/c, and 1,000v. Saarbrucken42420 logged 1:57-2:06, also log on HJCG-1070 AN SS. Costa Rican in parallel with TIRICA-625 on 1505 AN, who? Concert mx atop KOMA-1520 2:30, unkn 2/6- WORC-1420 93 s/off 1:00, unr. ET/M atop WZOK AN on 1520, ID without city given sounded like WFTN at 1:15, who? Very noisy again; no CHAK-860 DX; two SS AN's there instead. Unr WTRY-1570 TT of f 3:14. HN- WHTT-1300 3:40 pm. with WAVV/TSS/GAF/WEBR 1560-1560 5:35-5:45 s/off on top, and MalibuJah. KMAF-460 5:33-5:45 pm. s/off W flirting."
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D.X. NEWS

John A. Draus - 2445 South 20 Street - Omaha 9, Nebraska

The past month has been above average for this Omaha D-Xer, with three new states logged, two new countries, and one new province also put down in the log book, bringing the total to 374 logged, 230 verified in 43 states, seven provinces, and nine countries. On to the DX. KOJB DX Program only one tried for, and heard very well here with slight fade and QRM. 1/14 added WCPC-1320 5:20 a.m. RS, plus a few others for f/ups. 1/22- WVEE-1340 2:15 a.m. TT and ID. CFRE-1010 4 a.m. RS, WIF-610 3:10 RS WHEE-1340 2:32 a.m., KONO-860 3:03 a.m. 1/23- KFRO-1440 3:37 a.m. RS, WNEW-1130 4:15 RS, WNIX-1500 4:45 RS, WSTL-1600 5 a.m. s/off, WBLY-1600 5 a.m. s/off. 1/27- KGJO-1300 9:40 p.m., XEIR-690 2:50 a.m. RS, WABC-770 3:10 RS, KGEM-1140 3:22 (over WRA on 35" spiral loop), KTKT-390 3:50 a.m., CKRM-980 3:55 RS (over KEMC on same loop), WCKW-1420 4:35 a.m. RS, KDAL-610 5:00 RS, WTKY-1370 5:16 s/off, WTFM-1600 5:32 s/off, WHEB-1600 5:45 s/off. 1/28- CFEN-1260 2:35 a.m. RS, CUBB-4FO 3:04 s/off, KYGO-600 4:09 a.m., KFRO-610 4:30 RS, WMAY-970 6:53 RS, WOKY-500 5:11 RS, CKDM-730 5:40 RS. Now, if they all verify for me, I will have put myself back in the running again with Ernie Wesolowski and Jim Lee who have each amassed some 100-plus points for the Domestic Contest. Get ready for my lists of veries Maurice! To Denver's next NW DXer: We plan on being in your fair city in the coming weeks, so stay close to your den.

Marvin E. Robbins - 265 Laurel Street - Apt. 4A - Broomfield Heights, Colorado

While DXing was noted to be fairly good last Monday AM 1/15, I've been a little too busy with our basketball team and then, this week, getting ready for semester finals to take advantage of too much DXing since last Monday. I'll continue where I left off in my last report. 1/9, logging taken on semi-local KAPI-690 which is heard here during RS mixed with KTCI Terrytown. Also noticed that KTW-1470 is making it through now during daylight hours. That evening I logged KKRC-1570 King City, Cal. at s/off 8:15 p.m. two minutes after KCVR Lodi, Cal. got off. CHUB gave trouble as usual, but XERF was out like a light. By the way, is XERF off the air again or is it they are not coming in at all? XEDM is 40 db over S-9 on 1580 and no sign of XERF. s/off's from West Coasters on 1570 clear mostly every night. On 1/13 I got Kezu-920 Rapid City S.D. in the clear at s/off 6:45 p.m., and on Monday AM, 1/15 WDXL-1490 Lexington, Tenn. with ET 3:37-3:44 a.m., KOFR-550 Butte, Mont. with r/c 3:45-3:51 a.m. s/on from KWEA-970 Jonesboro, Ark. 5:02 a.m., s/on from WGNU-920 Granite City, Ill. at 5:04 and s/on of WTKY-1370 Tompkinsville, Ky. 5:18. Latest veries are an interesting assortment. First of all the mailman has been good to me in that I got my first Australian verie from 46C-1120 Brisbane, Qld. They definitely are 2,000w. Others from WNGA-1600-dx KARS-860 Belen, N.M., KKHI-1550 KWGX-1320 KJAC-1490 (beautiful letter-head, and included KWA activity card and KWC-curate Top 30 Survey - do you survey collectors have this? XEcu-1-70 KUJ-1420 and our own KDAB-1550 (my nine-mile neighbor). Mr. John Tucker says he will attend the fabulous NRC Convention in Denver in 1962. Will you? 73, all.

David E. Roye - 5121 Radnor Road - Indianapolis 26, Indiana

Firstly, I should like to say a few words in defense of taped reports. I have sent both written and taped reports to both foreign and domestic stations. Without exception, taped reports have been the preferred form. I have always received more interesting and enthusiastic veries from taped reports. Some stations send me a return message and a verie, some send penments, sample program tapes, longer letters, souveniers, etc. which are not sent as replies to written reports. Some stations play my tape over the air as part of a newscast. Can they do this with a written report? Car a thousand written words describe reception CX as well as 30 seconds of tape? Can the results shown above as to the preference of the broadcaster with regards to reports be denied? Can the fact that a taped report will increase the broadcaster's interest in DX reports be ignored? 'Nuff said. Veries are trickling in, among them the new CBC cards from CBN-640 and CBU-590. I am going to try for a matched set, hi. Also CFNB-550 WCCX-1370 CKMR-1460 WEER-950 WKEW-dx and 2RE-1560 from New South Wakes, Australia. They said at the time they were using 500w. to a quarter-wave vertical antenna. They even broadcast my tape to their listeners. Sure hope CB73 makes it through HJCU. CB73 is on the Ocean front while HJCU is in the mountains, inland. That could make quite a difference especially if CB73 has its grounding radials near the ocean. 73, not 73s PLEASE BEAR IN MIND WE ARE LIMITED TO 15 PAGES FROM BROOKLYN FOR EACH ISSUE, TO MAKE SURE YOUR REPORTS GET IN, KINDLY STICK TO THE RULES WE HAVE SET BEFORE YOU IN DX NEWS.
May and twice in the 50s. This meant poorer CX this month. Also less of WLCY WNOE and new stations. To compare, I had received 37 stations last January and only 15 this month. Of course, during the year I added many stations to my totals. New stations this week are: 1/29- XEKE-650, KCON-810. 1/30- WRIC-640 and KFMT-540. No veries received, but I sent out six new reports. They went to WIRE-1430 (a tape), WAKY-790 (tape), and report forms to WSM-650 WGY-810 and WCCO-830. XEEK and KCMO were heard under WSM and WGY respectively soon after the time I mad up the report on them. Listened on 640 to-day and got two new stations. Both WRIC and KFMT. KFMT was very weak, but WRIC was strong. I have loads of WARR/WHIO Surveys for anyone who wants some. Just write.

Here are some statistics on my verifications: 33% of my veries were letters and 62% cards. I got 100% results from my report forms (only two that were sent out over a week ago), 90% from my letters, and only 88% from tapes. Clear fulltimers gave me 98% and regional fulltimers only 75%. Daytimers were only tried several times and I haven't sent to any gravyarders as yet. That's about all here. 73s.

Artur J. Fregena - 86 Locust Street - Bristol, Connecticut

DX improving here; WWIP-1310 heard mid-morning on RS, report out. Also 1/23, two nightlights CKLB and CHOV on 1350. 1/25 brought in WWJO on 540 @ 11:54 p.m. 1/26- WJS-1320 RS at 12:15 a.m., CKDM-730 11:15; KCON-1350 1:16. 1/27- WLJ-1580 ET @ 1:04; long needed British Columbia via CHU-1570 @ 1:47 a.m. and WLEB-620 @ 7:07 p.m. Was WLEB ever on 1420? They have so logged 11/15/58 but am beginning to think I got the call letters wrong. (They were still on 620 back in 1933, Art -ed.) 1/28- HOJU-1040 @ 2:31 a.m. for country #15. Also WGIR-610 @ 10:59 a.m. and WETH-1280 @ 2:02 p.m. for two long-sought stations. Now wild 1/29 opened up with BCR-881 Washford on 1:44 for country #17. Also EBC-1450, Clevendon @ 2:15 a.m. and back on the home front KADY-1460 ET on ET @ 2:20; KENO-1460 @ 2:30 for state #41; KFEB-1530 @ 3:20 a.m. for Cal. 75; WYTO-1150 ET @ 3:40; KFJS-1350 @ 4:09 for state #42, now taking care of both banks of the Mississippi. Also KFIC-1450 @ 4:17 for first K on 1450; WAPA-590 s/on with SSB at 4:45 and finally WENJO-1650 @ 5:06 a.m. ID as Radio San Juan but located in Bayamon. Reports out since 1/23 to WWTP WAKY WHEE CKDM WCAU CFOR WBAL WLJ-1580 CHB-831 WGIR WTYC. Veries in from WLEO-dx CKW-dx WHSC CKLB. By the way, CKLB verie says they are preparing a DX on 1350 on 3/12, 4-5 a.m. but they fail to say for whom. It is signed William J. Marchand, TD, so I imagine reports should go to him. Who is the AFRTS station on 1480 running continuous mx? Heard them 1/28 from before 3:30 to 3:45 when lost under WY2E's OC. I missed the ID given at 3:30 but heard "Music after Hours" mentioned. Any help? 73s.

Bob Coomler - 6047 Conway Avenue - Los Angeles 34, California

DX around here has really been slow. Only new loggings are KONO-850 CKDM-730 KOLO-920 at s/off at 5 a.m., and KFJE-900. Veries-wise the following have showed up- WONO-1190 with a handsome folder, KLAK-1600 with a mimeo letter, WHAM-1190 KALL-910 and KONO-850 with cards. If there are any DXers in the L.A. area who would like to yolk over the horn for a while, the number is WES-8608. Getting back to DX (or lack of it) XTRA wiped out any chance of hearing HOJU. Here's hoping nothing happens to cover up CHAK. Anybody need any snow?
DX continues good here, but the LAs have not been monopolizing the dial as they did earlier in the winter. New calls added: 1/7- WREG-1590 RS (Sunday) at 6 a.m. and WCY -620 RS Sunday s/on at 6 a.m. WJAN-570 heard on RS Sunday at 6:55 a.m. during WWSW's silent period, and WAAX-570 signing on RS at 7:29 a.m. followed by WGM on at 7:30, all Sunday. Last one heard before. 1/6- KGNU-1140 very weakly on DX at 3 a.m., no QRM then, readable but only S-2. XETRA-690 finally came in for me. Not a trace of WEMJ, WWXE in complete control of 1490 with WCCS at times in background. "WLES-580 heard perfectly on their DX for another new call. 1/15- WOKC-1570 ET at 3:15. 1/30-English program on 820 at 4:48 a.m., faded away before ID. 1/28- KRAZ-1580 testing @ 2:45 and later. 1/27- WPUP-1390 on RS at 5:20 a.m., only WRRK audible before, but WPUP continued breaking through until 5)40. WORG-1580 RS s/on at 7:30. 1/29 WPYB-1580 ET at 2:00. That's it from here. V/ls from WANN WJOR am WLES-dx. The usual assortment of unit tests being heard, split frequency 88s, etc. Specially interested in the SS on 1335 and 1360 as have not been those reported much in Fred's reports.

WOTW-560 heard s/on RS on Sunday in clear here at 7 a.m.

Stan Morse - Route 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts

1/27- CFRY-1570 copied 12:55, then KNBY Marysville Kansas f/c at 1 for two new ones on 1570 with WEF off. WTOP-1500 selling house lots in "El Paso East"- more desert. Must have sold all 116,000 nits in "Rio Grande Estates." WEBF-1550 TT/00 2:10. Veria, WLEO-dx. I mentioned a while back a veria from WLEU when I had not reported them. I returned the veria and asked if they could give me any info. A reply received today from CE says "No one knows anything about letter - the signature on it is not his" and he is as confused as I was - so am wondering what goes on! Anybody else getting "unearned verias?" 1/29- XERF on again. Frankfurt-872 at 1:49, good signal. WPCF-1320 Houston Miss. testing 2:30. WPLI-1070 noted 3:07. WPCF-1430 Panama City Fla. answering phone calls from around the country at 3:55. 1/30- CHML off 3:12 and tester with band mx and Georgia NX, WCGA? Then TICS La Voz de America in Costa Rica on AN for an electioneering broadcast for Dr. Rafael Calderon Guardia in the clear till 3:30 when CHML came back. 2/1- KJAY-1440 Topeka noted at 3:30 plugging NRQ and asking for reports.

Neil Eubanks - 2Q2 Monroe - Amarillo, Texas

Once again DX has picked up and it would seem everything points to a great year in '62. Latest news around here besides the new tape recorder is a new receiver; an HQ-150 which I picked up on a stroke of luck. It's in real good shape and should aid in hearing splits. Sure glad the f/c list is out - my old one is about gone to seed. 2/1- KPEL-1240 heard testing at 1:17, KILE-1400 RS with s/off at 1:24, and KJOY-900 testing equipment at 1:59. 2/25- KCOL-1410 heard at 1:25, KRAN-1280 another newcomer in most places except Amarillo. That's all we need here in Texas is another dryer to block out 86s. 1/28- KRIC-1450 heard at 1:02 for first catch in Galveston. HJRG-865 "Radio Centro" in with S-9 signal at 9:02 p.m., and finally XEN-895 at 10:10 p.m. 1/27- KNBY-1570 in the clear. 1/28- KJLT-970 testing with hymns at 1:42. 1/29, another great Monday AM as far as TPs are concerned. Real good signal by 1YC-880 at 4, KAM-870 in with fair signal, JOBK-870 heard at 5 with tone pipes and Japanese programming. Other catches were: KRBN-1490 with s/off at 1:01, KIQS-1500 new station in Willows, Calif. RT between 3 and 3:15, WPCF-1430 Panama City Fla. testing and asking for phone calls, CJAD-800 mistaken for 1YZ for a while but finally got LD at 3:54, CKOV-1310 heard at 4:33, WELO-890 heard at 5:09, WVKY-1370 s/on 5:17, WTVN-510 RS at 5:41. That's about it from here so 73s from the Lone Star State.

C. Wayne Alcott - 128 Hill Street - Hampton, Virginia

School is taking just about all my time and parents said no correspondence till school is over. I see D. John, F. Williams, L. Schwarts and others have beaten me in verie totals already. Veries: WHUI-1100 (eight days) WJULY-1250-6 WFLY-1070-10 KSTP-1500-6 WOLF-1490-11 WSKS-1600-5 WGGN-1010-2 months WOKF-1440-5 weeks WTOP-1560-4 months WNGA-dx-1560-1 month WLO-1700-1 month, v/ls, and these v/ls: CFE-550-10 days WTVN-980-4 months WPYB-1580-8 days. Getting very near the 200 mark in veries. To all my correspondents, as you see above, it will be a while before I can answer your letters; sorry will an HQ-10 work good with a Hallicrafters S-38-E? Someone please let me know. Also would a used HC-10 be worth it or should I get a new one? (For my wallet's sake, I hope a used one will work well!). Sorry again, correspondents. WHUI-1400 is OFF AN for seven days a week! 73s.

LET IS HAVE THOSE MUSIC REPORTS, AND TRY TO CONDENSE
Here's DX for January: 1/7- CKDW-730 Man. AN with KMFC off for ET; any recent vories from then? 1/8, the next four: KSEM-1150 Mont., f/c 3:15-3:30; KNMT-1450 Ariz., f/c 4:15-4:30; WQOK-1440 S. C., 5:45 with strong ID and fadeout; WFO-990 Fla., 5:50 fading with someone. 1/12- CKLG-730 B.C. 3:30 ID through past KBEB' cl mx. 1/13- KREK-920 Col. ET 3:45-4:14, right through mess on 920. 1/15- KVLV-1250 Nev. f/c 3:50-4, 1/16- KXAC-1490 Cal. AN with "sickening rr. 1/22- The next three, KRNK-1490 Ore. 5:05 with WX and ID; KHKH-1560 Cal. finally heard here on ET asking for reports, and KZPP-1620 Tex., 4:50-4:52 with WX. Only new one so far in February is a milestone for me, my first logging on 1870 besides KAB's friend, in KCVR-1570, Lou. Cal. heard a few minutes after KDAY signed off early for once. All possible DX on 1570 is usually blocked here by local KDAY, just above on 1560. Local changes around here are that KFOL is now on with 50kw, days, which makes it sloppy over that much more in the day. KHI is now off AN, as is KALL-1430 San Gabriel. Guess there just wasn't enough interest in KHI's dull AN show, and KALI lost its AN DJ through a "misunderstanding" with the FCC over payola; I've also noted the departure of KGK-Fogtown ("Frisco") off AN 5 a.m. ET, probably losing money as was KHI, which disappeared with the coming of '62 was KHLA-1490 preparing for the big change to 1500 with the ample 10 kw. Everyone work on 1500, as I expect KHLA to go NSP there, as they were for a while on 1490. Finally, KNOW-1600 Pomona is likewise off AN, after tinkering with it during '61. And thus ends my first great year with the NRC, and it's been wonderful corresponding with and meeting as many members as possible. My verie total of 235, many of them obtained directly by tips out of DX NEWS and the f/c list, proves that Feb. '61 to Feb. '62 was a total success. Here's hoping my succeeding many years in the NRC can be as rewarding as the rest. Let's have a usando, Buddy Dillard! Also Don Hooker, Johnny Bose, John Bryant, and the rest. My totals: 452 logged, 395 veries, and 168 surveys. An, passed ya, Alex! Southern Cal. in 65, and 73s.

Roy H. Miller - Box 778 - Bellevue, Washington

DXing along: 1/20- KAPT-1220 Salem, Ore. ID at 7:30 p.m. with local KAST off briefly. 1/22- KJCS-920 Bogota, Colombia s/on NA at 5:10 a.m., ID by anthem. CMQ-net call at 5:30 a.m. as Cuban (CMQ I assume) took over. VOA-1166 in until 11:32 a.m. before finally fading out (were detailing transmission skeds), LSR about 10:45 a.m. this date - beats former record of latest TP reception by one minute. Hello Chris Manthey - know what you are talking about, takes me back about 20 or 23 years! To Dave Bennett: Only use for rabbit's foot here is as an insulator, hi. Surely sympathize with Glen Kippel and his limited DX from Tulia, Tex., some guys just don't seem able to pick up "that good DX" do they? Ev Johnson, your "Saga of the Sea" play on 1000 during CKB's DX was 120, quite good here at times. Oh yes, must remember to start using AM/PM time to keep ye Ed. happy. DX really sparse around here but did add a new call 1/26; KJLT-970 North Platte, Neb. ID at 8 a.m. atop OR. 1/29- YSDL-765 ID 2:45 a.m. (AN?) in San Salvador (ex-755?); KADY-1460 St. Charles, Mo. ID 2:22 a.m. as ET (through Cal./Nev. stations with directional antenna loop on Grundig. 1/30- Radio Peking-720 at 5:12 a.m. with best level any Chinese signal ever heard; LA had taken over by 6 a.m. Variates: KIQA-1560 WMAK-1460 KSWI-1560 JOLB-870 2HE-1550 KAPT-1280. The 2HE is specifically 50W, so another new one in my "Top Ten" and second most distant 500 watt. Also, these 1560s varies bring verified total thereon to nine. JOLB verie is 46 on 870 and 20th Jap. WMAK is 25th 1480 verie out of 34 logged thereon. Ten contest-eligible foreign veries in this season: still only one each from NA and SA, with balance from Asia and Oceania. 73.

Ray H. Kraul - 6423 33 Street - Berwyn, Illinois

I'm continuing very good but I'm not taking advantage of it just don't seem to be at the right frequency at the right time. I guess when you come right down to it, that's DX, knowing where to be and when, hi! I did manage some new ones for myself though. On sun. 1/28 caught WB-750 fairly weak and I was able to hear WPDX RS 7:55-7:59 and KMJS RS 7:59-8:10 a.m. 1/29- I caught only one new one, KAST-1370 RS s/off 2:40-3:05. Went back to bed happy! 2/2- WPQZ-1400 f/c-TT 2:25-2:45 and on. 2/5- KGUL-1650 ET 1:15 to at least 2:45. Finally took log on KHII-1560 2:42-3:01. Went back to bed for a few hours and at 3:56 on 1580 I heard what sounded like WCCF, but didn't know they were on RS as yet. They s/on about a minute before WPQZ if it is they. Only two veries, WYPR and KKKY. Five New Mexico reports still out, and each one with plenty info. We appreciate the fine cooperation you have shown in being more concise. Thank you.
Greetings from the Land of Colombian varieties. I have just added three: HJCC HJUE HKK. for a total of 53 from that country. Incidentally many Colombian frequencies have been changed to provide 40 kc/s. separation per area between 550 and 1010 kc/s., and 30 kc/s. separation above 1010 kc/s., so be sure of your identity before reporting. "Canal de Color" on 890 is now HJCE (from 870) instead of HJCI. I suspect HJCE will turn up on 950 or 970 kc/s., probably on the former. Two items here of note. 1) On Sunday 12/10 a poor DX AM, the new WSHJ-1480, Shippenburg, Pa., was found coming in at 6 a.m. and offering prizes for the most distant listeners. About a week later, I was the proud recipient of the $10 check for first prize. DX is finally paying off! 2) On the early morning of 1/29, a fire of undetermined origin burned up the XR of WSAX, the Lehigh Valley's favorite AN pet. A new RCA XR was rushed up from Camden, and WSF returned to the air the night of 1/31. WWHY-1470 was logged as a result of the shutdown; many others heard but not needed. It is suspected that one or more area XERS resorted to these extremes means to clear the frequency for some new logos. If so, my humble thanks. Furthermore, I have a list of candidates for similar action. Logged WYJ-1340 on 2/2 at 5:30 a.m. s/o. Temperature in Jamestown was 100° - cold enough, Pat? KGUL-1530 heard on ET most of 2/3 AM. Watch for ETs from WYNS-1150 Lehighton, Pa., almost ready to go. 73 and good DX.

James Eagles - 2801 Chesterfield Avenue - Baltimore 13, Maryland

Some good DX since last report. 1/26- G552-1034 fair at 7:15 pm. 1/27- KBEW-1480 good with r/c at 2:10 a.m.; KCEO-290 fair at 2:30. 1/29- WHHH-710 good at 1 a.m., unv KXIF-1370 strong at 2:38; with KKOOL-930 weak at 1:30; Luxembourg II-1439 strong at 1:40 WBO-1310 very strong at 2:10; with j/f; KJAY-1440 strong between 4:20 and 4:45 ET and a big surprise at 4:45 a.m.; B.G.B.S.-550 Georgetown, British Guiana. They were signing on at this time and were completely covering WACM for more than ten minutes! CKCM-1000 strong at 5:03 a.m.; GEN-540 weak at 5:15. 1/31- At SSS, WENB-1420 and WENO-1430, 2/2- VTEM-1570 at 6:44 pm. 2/3- CKPT-1420 strong at 12:02 a.m., WSTE-1380 fair with ET at 2:35 a.m. In my last report I mentioned something about CX28 not verifying any more, well, I wish to retract that statement: two days after I said that, I received their QSL and a pennant. It took me three reports to get a result, but it's worth it; my first two reports went by air and the last by surface. What's surface mail not tint air mail hasn't? Other veries: v/c- KSU WACM KCTZ, v/l KUTT. All-73.

Sid Rosenbaum - 306 Market Street - Wheeling, West Virginia

CX excellent a couple of times this period. 1/22- WHOL-1600 third Monday 1-1:30. (4th Mon., isn't it? - ed.) KEBR-1490 r/c 1:15-1:30, third ocday. WARG-540 ex-J/CVG now announces location as Pittsburgh; owned by Radio Hill Inc. "Your South Hills Station." 1/29- WHOL-1630, now CKY, in like a semi-local with 800 Taylor Snow at 4:15 pm. WDLR-1650 and GERS-1580 on top briefly after 5 pm. A station on 1550 at 5 beneath WDLR sounded like WIND? 2/2- CX wonderful, but only one new one heard. With WIND off, I found CKBY-1570 Portage la Prairie, Man., on top of CHUB from 12:55 through 1:05 a.m. off. CKBY will probably be my best catch of the season. Veries are WKP, v/l and WGTG v/c. The latter is for a report of last April. Thanks to Duffy for tip on "OKC ET @ 2/. Any information on Hallicrafter 3-103 will be appreciated, especially splits and selectivity on Am. If work sked is favorable may arrange to get in on WPMG test of 2/19. Have several prints of the famous Grave Creek Mound in Moundsville - first request gets 'em! Ken Murphy - 50 Plymouth Road - Glenbrook, Connecticut

Been quite some time since I last reported but DX has been good most all winter. Have added an even 70 stations to my heard log since last report of which 16 were X calls. Didn't see anyone else reporting the musical test from KJMM-870 on 11/20. They had a good signal and a beautiful verie (after two months' wait). Heard Radio Victoria, PJS-920 in the clear one evening recently with English programming. This resulted in another very nice verie and the report was only cut 15 days. Contrary to some reports I have found this season to be excellent insofar as the percentage of verie returns is concerned. With 40 reports out from 11/1 to 1/20, 23 have already verified and I feel reasonably certain of three or four of the others (including CKBN and KJIC DXes). I have heard many many Europeans yet spend little time with them as it most difficult to put good ID and I won't enter them in my logs without it. BBC stations on 647 KRAZ 881 1052 1088 1214 1457 have been definitely logged. Most looked-for outstanding veries now are KREAL-1580 WRBO-1400 KJR-950 and KJUL-1560. 73,

IF EVERYONE WAS CONCISE, AND EVERYONE PRECISE - WOULDN'T EVERYONE BE NICE?
Today is Thursday and DX NEWS still has not arrived. It usually gets here on Monday and Alex B. received his then. I guess they just left me out. Really enjoyed a visit from an NEC member from Cleveland, O. Monday and Tuesday. Tom Arko came through our little cow town on his way back to school from a trip he and Dave Norris, a friend of his, were taking during semester break. Tom spent the night with me and Dave spent the night with Alex. Tom and I planned to rise and try for the CHAK DX but the alarm clock failed to awake is in time for it. (CHAK is sked for 2/6, Park -el.) My family and I went to Tuscaloosa Tuesday and we gave them a ride up there. Hope they made it back to Cleveland on time. DX is still pretty slow around here. On 1/26 heard KETV-1570 s/off at 3:45 pm. 1/27 brought WILA-1580 ET/M at 2:55. Heard them first as I was coming back from the bowling alley on the car radio. Later that AM I logged my first one from the great state of Oregon, KWAY-1570 on ET with M and TT at 3:50. 1/26 WPYE-1580 ET/M 2:15. 1/29- KWYK-960 f/c-TT 2:55. Finally got an ID out of KEXK-960 had heard them many times before but this was the first time I had been able to ID then. KSTN-1420 s/off 3:00, and WNDR-1280 ES 3:50. The last one brings my total on 1260 to 23, and my overall total to 796 heard. Veries in from WKYR-1270 (on a filing card), KDJS-1290 KOVO-950 KELO-1320 for a report of 11/21, WABR-14-0 KBOh-1279 CKLM-800 KP01-1380 for my second from Hawaii, GKE540 CKW-1000-dx WDJR-1560 KFBJ-1580 WRIF 980 WJAC-570 and KPIG-1450. I finally passed Alex in veries when I received the one from KPOI that brought my total to 240 and he had 239. Well, better cut out for this time. See you next week. 69 plus 4.

Dug Murray - 277 Portland Street - Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

Greetings from the land of ice and snow. I really envy you guys down Cal. way. "XTRA News" gave temperature at 56° in the arly AM. DX is magnifique with 15 newies in over the past four or five days. 18/1- WFXA-1220. 22/1- WNOC-1590 S/ 5:00. WQBC-1590 S/ 5 a.m. WBYL-1500 S/ on 5:02, WJAC-740, CJFX-580 for a third report, CKBS-1290 DX, WFWA-1230 f/c. 23/1- WTN on 1430 - is this a recent change? 26/1- WWRH-1460, WJAS-1320 s/off at 1:05 a.m., WCOA-1370 s/off 1:07 a.m., BCC-809 Scotland and BOC-392 England, ARF-1564, Luxembourg-1439. 27/1- WXON-1220. 28/1- WHYN-560 and a second report out to XETR, WKB-1290 s/off 4:50 pm. and WQO again s/off 4:54, 30/1- XSR-1460, WXIG-1470 s/off 1, the new CFLV-1370 s/off 12:06, WQO-1470 s/off 12:38, KEXL-1370 and KFJ-1330 for my best of the current season, states #40 and 41 heard. The AM (Tuesday) I heard JGOF s/off at 1:07, also WPOP-1410 which is usual unless they have quit AN. At last count points in the Contest reached 109 with about 30 expected yet and a number of加紧 still to write. Veries: WSAI WGRM WJFY WAPE WLEO-dx WVCX CKBS (three days)-dx WSIZ-dx WPUP WESC (tentative) WPOR WADA-dx WJMR WNEW WJJD CJSS (1km through local CKGS) WP4HD and CKRC. Total of 55 reports out in January. Veries total 303 and loggings 545. Does anyone have WRCX-dx veries yet? More here, and I had a good logging, Fran, I understand you collect match covers - I do also. Do you want boxfull? Nothing new in CPC - St. Pierre, CJLS CPQ have not answered. Good luck CHAI.

J. E. "Pat" Reiley - 528 Spring Street - Jamestown, New York

WNTA KWAY WJIO are the new veries back this week. Have missed only one issue of DX NEWS on Saturday all winter. KWAY-1570 not AN, heard two tests, one on 9/16 at 3:15 and the second on 1/16 at 3:15, perhaps a monthly test on 16th of month. 1/28 KQJS-1550 f/c at 3:15. CFBK-930 off at 3:35, then CHNS in clear. 1/29- XFRF back again. HJCJ-890 S+4 at 2:29. HJCN-1100 at 2:33. WKTY-1150 test at 2:45 for new call. WQOA-1370 off test at 3:10. SS on 1350 at 3:11 and very loud but no ID caught. 1/30- KFRY-730 test through mess at 2:58 for new call. WFWL at 3:35 but XEB and another here and not enough for a report. 1/31- WEAQ-1330 test at 3:27. KJAY-1440 ET 3:29. WMDF-1580 ET 3:45. TT atop CHUM-1050 at 3:12 but no ID. 2/1- KXGM-730 f/c at 2:11- 2:25 for new call. KNEO-580 atop GOE with unk TT at 2:39. KJAY-140 test at 3:34 asking for NBC rports and a loud tester on and off same time. XERF was a good S-4 without any antenna or ground. 2/2- CHUE-1570 in clear - you guys in Amarillo must have a new missile for you-know-whoes they weren't on today. Who is the weak SS, man and woman talk a lot on 1575 after SEDM s/off? 1580 had one testing 1-2-3-4 etc. at 2:40, gave call that sounded like WJIO but static bad. Unk 1580 with marches 3:06-3:25, had several bagpipe band pieces with drill-master calling out commands. 2/3-CHUE-1570 here alone again. WDOM-1440 r/c came on at 1:45. WMIC-1590 r/c 2:04. KGRL-1550 ET 2:35 for new call with unk behind them. WSFV-1570 f/c 3:23 and off at 3:38. WJUD-1580 r/c at 3:30. TT on/o f atop mess on 1500 at 3:50 but no ID heard.
I'm back again for the second week in a row. Isn't that a miracle? Two recent veries have come in: CHUB and KNDY. A quote from the KNDY one "Incidentally we have a letter from the editor of your magazine in Brooklyn, Ernest R. Cooper." Did you log them on 1/27 too, Ernie? (No, my logging was in September during XERR's earlier breakdown—ed.) Here's the meager gleanings from my DX Log. 1/27- KNDY-1570 1:00 r/c, WFED-980, KWAM-990. 1/29- WJBO-1150 s/off 1:04, KSTT-1170 ET 1:25, XEMP-1150, KOMC-1000 (Washington #1, state #88), WERO-1310 f/c 2:34, WCFS-1430 WSW-970 WFRI-1070 CWOA-730. 1/30- KJZ-730 f/c 1:30, KSSS-740, KVSN-730 test, very weak, S-1. 1/31- WXIQ-790, WHY-1600 WARU-1350 s/on: 5/28, KIXR-1450, GNU-920. Did I hear someone wanted to start a Dick Blondi Fan Club, hi? My brother insists on listening to him just when I'm studying and many of you know how piercing Blondi's voice is, hi. Has anybody every noticed how often some pop stations ID between songs? WHB in K.C. usually does about five-eight times. WHE WX, WHB Contests, etc. I hear them saying WHB more than I hear the songs, hi. I guess this is enough of my nutty musings so 'bye now. 73s.

Dick Kwiatkowski - 11 Walton Avenue - Colarons, New York

States vary are 33. 1/27- CKBU-1310 S-5, KQIL-1290 S-6, WLIJ-1380 S-6, KNDY-1570 S-6, PJAS-930 S-3 (QRM, WJAR.) Sent in a report cut to KOI which was luckiest RS of month except KIZZ-1150. Veries in are CFRY-1570 KEAW-540 WDAK-540 WGTO-540 KMC-1560 KUTT-1560 WSGT-10 WKK-970. Unks SS on 1440, 1110. KQWA s/off at 12:12. 3:00, KJZ-730 barely audible. Got nice letter from WAIT-820. HJCM-1100 in 1/29 at 1:45, ID as Radio ---??. (Of course Spanish.) Some station on 1530 (no WCKY). Norm got it but I didn't! After two months, still no KAMD or WHRP veries! Mrs. Reilly makes the best strawberry shortcake in town! Try some of these Norm- KIZZ KCHB KMC KFNE KOSY KVGO KMC KAKC KFMA. 73s.

Norman H. Pillsbury - R. D. 3 - Jamestown (Busti), New York

Veries sure have been slow coming to Busti. Latest are WLCY-53 days, KOFO-14 CKBS-6 WAVA-9 WMO-10, #2 for Neb., KUTT-6, #1 for N.D. 1/28- CBA-1070 s/off at 1:15, s/on at 5. 1/27- Too much school. 1/29- WJTN-1240 s/off 1 a.m., WXOR-1560 s/off 1 am., s/on 7. Heard WPWV, Vincent, N.C. on ET saying they were a brand new station, and were asking for reports, at 1:30. (Sure this isn't WPBZ, Benson, Norm? -ed.) WERQ-1570 ET at 2 am. Finally heard long-wanted CHUB for #1 heard from B.C. Also CFRY-1570 much tried for, was loud until about 2. On 1/29 who played "La Polka" at 4:45 on 1570 or 1580? The reason I'm not sure about the ks/s. is because I'm using a homemade dial. Copied WRCM (is this Wx-WZEL, Ernie? -yes -ed) until s/off at 5:15. In verie WQVA-1530 told s/on at 7 and s/off at 5:45 in February only. Many thanks to Stan hars for PTO7.2. Guess what Dick, I got 8 1/2 hours of sleep for a whole week. This must be our record. Thanks for surveys from R. Lee and letter from Sid. On 2/1 first new logging of month was Ark. #3, KLON-920. Till next week, 73s.

Carroll Seth - 16 Parkridge - Buffalo 15, New York

Over a beer at a rural tavern I discovered my color-blind bird-watching partner was interested in DX. It turns out that he is a natural-born DXer. We work together and every day he comes in waving a notebook containing last night's DX. This wakes me up to the extent that I do a shameful thing; hitching the receiver to the bed springs. It's all right for Glen Kippel to do this but he has a mini with a scientific bent. I go by the book. So, the bed springs must be beamed on Surinam as that comes in every AM now. The bird-watcher promises to join NRC if he gets 12 veries. On 2/1, I had clerks running from all corners of the Post Office with veries for him. Our little plot fouls up as he gets 15 veries on 15 reports. Plushed with success, however, he overlooks our faux pas. It's nice to be a new DXer who thinks everybody verifies and pastes reports on the wall with the XR license.

Michael P. McDonnell - Seven Star Lane - Concord, Massachusetts

Just thought I'd let any of you who may be wondering (?) know I have not been electrocuted or something. The trouble is my 35-year-old Sparton is not quite kicking as it should yet. Having exhausted all local means of help, I wrote to the manufacturers at an address provided me by another NRC member, to whom many thanks. They advised me to write Sems in Indianapolis (that's a familiar name) which I have just done. If they just have a circuit diagram for it I'll be back on the ether again (ouch!) I'm getting just about desperate enough to try my GE clock radio. D. John, do you know the Geo. Hasses on S. Lombard? Old friends of the family. I see in 1/27 Musings (on P. 1, yet) two more members from the Greater Boston area. We'll have to get together, Bob, Arthur. Ernie is probably having a fit at all this no DX, so 73s till I have son
Well, here I am again. One question: Does DH mean coverage map? (Yes—ed.) Put up a new antenna on 1/21, a 50' longwire, running N/S about 10' off the ground. As compared to my old 20-meter dipole, it radiates about 10 to 15 db or two 8 units to all previous signal strengths. Can anybody tell me what HJED's ID is? I can't make a thing out of all that Spanish. Glad I'll be taking it in school next year, hi. DX as follows:

1/21- YNX-750 12:31 am; WHU-1230 one hour later. 1/22- Another big DX AM - WQCB-1490 2:54, maintenance checks, report sent; CJFX-IX-580 3:05, report sent WTR-730 3:30, WDNX-1410 3:39, report sent; WJF-1450, much too much WPG for a report; CBE-1240 4:27; WAW-1420 4:32; WATE-530 5:05. 1/27 WFAA-820 11 p.m. 1/28 KRLD-1080 1:30; WPYW-1380 at asking for reports, so I gave 'em one; WFW-1400, 2:31; KWK-1280 2:50. 1/29- WWOL-1120 4:55 pm., WANN-1190 s/off. 1/30- WHLI-1100 4:35 pm. V/c from CWK-dx and WRC-dx (finally). V/1 from WDNX. Listening to WCN-1520 at 4:10 p.m. on 1/29, and not having anything else to do, I sent 'em a report. Well, today's Friday, 2/2, and I'm looking forward to a big DX weekend (I hope!) so 73s and all that kind of stuff and I'll see you again in two weeks, prob.

Sam Barto - 3 Glenwood Avenue - Naugatuck, Connecticut

Heard lately have been 1/6, WDL-1470 ET 3:32 am. 1/22- KVHE-730 5:30-5:55 pm. 1/23-WNY-790 5:20-5:25 pm. 1/24- WFMJ-730 5:25-6:25 pm. 1/25- WLLL-750 5:47 s/off. 1/27 CHFA-860 1:15 am., KING-1090 1:35-2:3 am. with CHEC; WBOF-1550 ET 3:27; WGRP-940 s/off 5:15 pm. 1/28 WVOH-740 s/off 7:17 am., WFE-1320 7:27-8:32 am. Verifies in from WSHN CDM WMF WHC CHEC WEN BNC Norden, Germany-1295 and from a block outlet on 1484 kc/s. — Barrow or Ramsagate? TAs have picked up considerably with 55 receptions noted from 1/20-28. (Sam, my BFO-1484 v/1 from about five years ago specifies Ramsagate-ed.)

Ben Dangerfield III - 202 Governor's Drive - Sproul Estates - Chester P.O., Pa.

It's difficult finding time to write any more - I hate to leave the radio for fear I'll miss something. Middle January was not outstanding but DX really picked up after the third week began. 1/21 found a few BBC stations at 5:20 pm, including London-906 and Droitwich-1088, and at 5:30 heard s/off of WNYN-540 in Florence, S.C. 1/25: Cairo V again, on 818, so strong this time I even had them on the car radio at 7:30 pm. From 1/23 to 2/2 inclusive, the TAs have been rolling in from late afternoon to early AM by the dozens, and the LA splits have been exceptionally strong. Monday AM 1/29, one of the best ever for me, and no doubt for most of us. Between 1:20 and 3:20 am., I counted at least 44 TAs, in the clear, with signals of S-4 to S-9. Most of these I have either already verified or reported to. What really surprised me was to find ZED-1000, Tauranga, N.Z. coming through from 2125-3:30 am. with an S-5 reading, and 4Y-780 Duradin, in the clear from 2:55 to 3:15, when someone turned a strong carrier on (and I went back to bed.) Also on 880, a Brazilian, PR73, I think, at 3:15 being OMM-ed by YIC (pretty sure) with splatter from BFO-1841. That's a real triple threat! 1/30 through 2/2 I would designate "East Germany Weak." I had S 7-8 signals from Dresden-1043 Magdeburg-782 (Deutschlandender) and to so-called clandestine "West German" on 904 which broadcasts from Magdeburg, East Germany, and IDs (in German) as "Nine Hundred Fourier," All these, along with Leipzig-755 (weaker signal) between 2:30 and 11:30 pm. On 1/31 there were weak signals from Poznan-737 and Vilhinius-665 around 11:30-12:30. Domestically, the s/off of KWM-540, Ft. Dodge was caught at 5:15 pm. or 1/31. Lots of interesting DX, as you can see, and CX still as good. Verifies in from Lisbon I Porte I W1DO Daventry-647 Brussels-926 Hilversum-746 and CKW. Happy DXing.

C. Alan Taylor - 2529 East 8 Street - Indianapolis 1, Indiana

Thanks, Bernie Duffy, Dave Lewis, Mike King, H.C., for your comments on JONES Listings. Where are the rest of you? We need your comments! I noticed the original trouble of duplication is showing up again little by little in the /s list - watch out! Check back at least five issues before entering them. Yes Ernie, that's September 1-2-3, not 2-3-4 - proves how crazy I am. Have received Oldenburg-1566 Nice 1-1565 Bourdeaux-1205 BBC-3rookmades Park-1214 and 3AMs (Monte Carlo)-1466. Indianapolis the city for '62.

Dallas John - 337 South Stewart - Lombard, Illinois

Verifies: WADA-dx WBO-IX KHAT KGK KEDD KCLU XLY CHUM WTOD KHKI. DX: 1/19- OAX4A-354 11:55 pm. Also SBes on 965 1435 1185 1175, latter "La Voz de Centro Americ.."

Tom Ham - 1801 East Jarvis - Apt. 202 - Milwaukee 11, Wisconsin

Commencing 2/1/62 WAVA-1590 will s/on at 6 am. and s/off at 6:15 pm. EST. If anyone wants addresses of any BBO station, kindly send me your request and a self-addressed stamped envelope (SASE). 73.
In the way of DX, look here: 1/20- WTOV-1550 through WOKX 4:45 pm. 1/22- Who had pulsating tone under WTV at 4:36 am? Um "CDL-1440 TT 4:45; unn "QOK-1440 s/off on 4:54 for anyone who needs it. Only DX program heard was CKBS so finally got a report out to them. St. Hyacinthe is about 30 miles W of Northern Montreal Island if anyone wonders where it is. WRKR-1390 5:09 am., WDEA-1350 5:25; unn CKEW-1000 RS. 1/23: WRKR-1250 4:50 pm. s/off. 1/24- Who on 1230 s/off with Ch Canada 10:02 pm.? 1/25- If anyone heard what they thought was a TT on 1550 at 10:09, let me set you straight: WQXR was demonstrating two channel stereo sound and had brief periods of tone. 1/27: Heard unk TT on 1440, 12:15-12:53 am. when I quit it, who? Anyone got any ideas? Varies: TQJ-860 WATX-590 WANS-1380 CHOK-1070 KXOC-1170 CKEW-1000 WPAR-1470 KWK-1380 WDEA-1150 and WJMN-1540. WANS now verifies! I understand they were difficult previously. Thanks to Jim Ernst for nice CKEW v/1. 1952 WRE arrived here from Denmark on 1/27. Station count here is now 734/492; countries 26/12; states 42/39 and 20 litterboxes. Survey fans can add CKGM to their collection by dropping me a line. I now have 149 Contest points but Dave Glason is still ahead of me. Yours truly shall start reporting to stations already verified to get more points.

Harold S. Williams - 50 Third Avenue - Seymour, Connecticut

This may not be in time for the 2/3 issues of DX NEWS but if not it can be used the week following. DX by dateline; 1/22- At 12:59 I was surprised to hear on 1500 kc/s. a man saying "Good morning, WHOL in Allentown, Pa. begins another day of broadcasting, station data, ownership, etc., then he said "WHOL is conducting a f/c." I thought per haps they had been granted unlimited rights but soon found the engineer made a "fluff" in his opening announcement. They, or course, are not needed. WAVZ-1300 New Haven, is NOT silent Monday AM. WBAI-1440 Wilkes-Barre, Pa. logged for the first time 1:21-2:15 a.m. on AN sked with fairly good signal for a surprise. Fell asleep and did not wake up for needed CFGP-1050 CKBS-1240 and WHCR-1300, all needed. 1/23- WGBS-1440 Quincy, Ill, heard briefly with good ID at 1:15 but not enough for a report but on 1/26 I heard them again, evidently signing off, reported. On 1/23 WYHY-1440 Montgomery, Ala. unm. had a long ET. Three v/ers received, CKSB-1050 for NWWC DX of 1/3; WSMN-1590 Nashua, N.H. plus CM, both by letter. A plain card varie WESC-1390 for NBC DX. This card from State College, Pa. reminded me my FIRST DX report and my FIRST verie was from WRAJ-1450 State College on 1/3/49 and varie #2,118 is also from State College. A great big thank you to Bernie Duffy for his tip on WOKC-1570. Just hope that friend XERF will be silent that morning, h.t. 73 till next time.

Len Kruse - 1675 Glen Oak Street - Dubuque, Iowa

The WX at this location seems to bring some good DX. The latest loggings included: 1/21- Station WQTV-1220 Arlington, Fla. on test 5:39-5:51 am. Then on 1/22 Station WRSJ-1550 Bayamon, P.R. tested their new 5kw XR from 3:32 to 4 a.m., completely in the clear. The same AM the new WIRD-920 Lake Placid, N.Y. was heard s/on RS at 5 a.m. in the clear for several minutes. Station WYSR-1380 Clanton, Tenn. was heard with a f/c on 1/26 from 2:25-2:30 a.m., with heavy KWK QRM. Also on 1/25 Station WDEW-1570 Westfield, Mass. was heard with a test 2:38-2:44 a.m., and with XERF silent this 1,000 w. daytimer came in well. The RS s/on of Station WTVN-1260 Erie, Pa. was heard on 1/21 from 4:45-5 a.m. with only slight WNRD interference. Then on 2/2 Station WROZ-1400 Evansville, Ind. was heard with an ET from 2:26-3:40 a.m. topping that frequency at this den. Station WSW-1570 Pennington Gap, Va. was heard with a f/c-TT from 3:13-3:40 a.m. on 2/3. Then on the same AM Station WNTN-1250 Tazewell, Tenn. was heard with a f/c-TT from 4:41-5:15 a.m. with QRM from AMs WEMP/WYRT. Latest verifications were v/1s from WSIZ XCLI WOCX WRSJ WRL and v/c SFIX to bring my total varies to 3,677.

Bernie Duffy - 77 Livermore Avenue - Staten Island 2, New York

Latest veries received are a letter and picture folder from CHK Cethbridge, Alte. and v/1s from CKBS St. Hyacinthe, Que., KPIG Cedar Rapids, Ia. and WLES, Lawrenceville, Va. WOKC Okeechobee, Fla. sent a "mail-o-gram" card. Newest additions to my heard list (now 2,331) are: KJAY-1440, Topeka, Kan., WJIN-970 Atlanta, Ga., WTPR-970 Danville, Va. and WTVX-1370 Tompkinsville, Ky. They were logged 1/29 at these times: KJAY seemed to be on a prolonged ET. WTPR dominated all else on its channel at its daily 4 a.m. s/on and WJIN came to the top momentarily at 4:21. WTKY came in fairly well at its daily s/on at 5:15 a.m. All things considered, I've found DXing better this season than in many years part.

REMEMBER, IT'S THE LITTLE THINGS THAT COUNT. MAKE YOUR MUSINGS REPORT COUNT!
DX real good here this week. Monday 1/29 I added four new ones. WJBC-1230 Blooming-pton Ill, running late with MD program. with s/off at 3:41 and completely atop 1:30.

WNBG-990 Philadelphia heard on AN 4:20-4:50 with fairly good signal for a long-sought one. JOB750 Osaka in quite well at times between 3:55-4:30 for report. JOB5-750 also on with same program but JOB5 a little stronger so reported. HJC-922 Bogota s/on 4:55 with mx but did not ID until 5:07 when gave s/on info giving only longwave frequency and then played NA.

2/1- Noted CKNR-850 Red Deer coming in with amazing 20 db over 5-9 signal 2:10-3 so sent report as didn't verify in November. This AM 2/3 had good morning for a weekday with five reports out to WJUD-1580 St. Johns, Ilch, on r/o; WEZZ-1440 Williamsburg, Ky. r/c; WSWV-1570 Pennington Gap, Va. ET 3:23-3:37; WJGL-1440 Niagara Falls ET 4:30-5 for third report but last one way back in 1956. Then, fifth report was to WSLT-1600 Eminence, Ky. s/on and RS at 5. Lots of testers this AM with KGUL-1580 on ET AN, KQJS-1500 ID at 3:23, KIQS-1560 ID at 3:25, KLIN WMN KTUC noted AN on 1400; KONG-1400 s/off at 3:06, WFWR-1570 r/c, etc. Three verify this week and all v/l from KOKX-1310 KKFJ-1570 KIRL-1070 for total of 2,091. CE John Tucker at KDAE is joining the NRC so a big welcome to John and you all have him to thank for your prompt v/s from KDAE. Hank Wilkinson of North Hollywood says he plans on attending the stupendous NEC Convention in Denver in 1962. Will you be there? CB3's.

Joseph Fela Jr. - 102 Hawthorne Avenue - Newark, New Jersey.

Question: If tapes should not be sent to stations, what are you supposed to do if you can only catch a s/on, s/off or ID? This situation, to note, is particularly acute here in the East where you can hear as many as ten or more s/off's one after another and/or together on a frequency like 1580 or 1570 at any given time and date. Thus if you want to try to get a verie you have no choice but send a tape in many instances. However, I will go along with the point that if a report is possible, it should be sent in place of, or in preference to, a tape. It's cheaper, too! Verie's, v/ls from WSHC-1450 WLAB-860 (CE sent a tape back too in which he gave various details about Laurens, S.C.) and WDSK-1410. V/ls from CKBSW-dx CBW-990, who also sent along a letter and CBY Times, DX: 2/3 WMC-790 topping frequency 5:35 p.m., KNMT IDs and believe s/off at 6:44. WNL-870 ending Spanish DX at 11 - guess we can look forward (?) to another Cuban jammer on 870 this time before long. CFRA-580 between 11:08-11:30 when WKAQ took over. 2/4- WENC-1220 s/off 5:59 p.m., WEBR-1310 s/off 6:13, WALD-1220 s/off 5:14. CX noted very poor to North this evening with no CWBC-860 till past 3:00. I Guess here we go again with Aurora DX. 11:07 p.m., a minor miracle - WOJQ-1420 making it through the WNJR mess. 2/5- 12:32 a.m., CKSO-790 pretty much in the clear. 12:51, WEVA-680 f/o-TT, frequent IDs, Caeser a tester on 1400 between 1:07-1:55 playing rr/cw, not a word spoken when it seemingly went off at about 2. Anyone have any ideas as to who it was? Major surprise of the AM was when BBC-1450 IDed at 2 very weakly through QRM. No chance of report either by tape or letter - too weak. Also noted earlier were Monte Carlo-1466 also weak, and German at times behind a strong TT on 1440, could this be Radio Luxembourg-1439? That's it for this week so 73s for now.

Edwin H. Satterthwaite Jr. - 115 Spalding Hall - University of Delaware - Newark, Del.

Technical notes: I finally got the new IF stage into my receiver and working. The improvement in selectivity is noticeable but less than expected, probably because I haven't been able to realign the IF yet. Increased selectivity was not even a design goal, but I have it. WMAQ WIVW WGH WHCU CBM KDKA WWVA WHAM WKBW etc. were heard 2-3 pm. with readable signals using 6' of wire on the basement floor as an antenna. I had some trouble with IF oscillation, but this was cured by grounding the IF supressor grids instead of tying them to the cathodes. The IF still goes into oscillation at maximum gain, but this is a cheap and easy EFO and perfectly controllable. Below this critical point, there is no evidence of biries or instability. Incidentally, when the IF is oscillating and an incoming signal zero-beated on it, interference is greatly reduced and the signal is usually quite readable with the AF gain advanced. This effect seems quite similar to that with an AF. I see often noticed a station readable behind an OC disappears into the QRM when the stronger station pulls its carrier. This is probably the same effect noticed by the signal generator experimenters. My guess is it has something to do with the AVC volt-age developed. Turning on the EFO without switching off the AVC should have the same effect also. Perhaps next vacation I'll build a negative bias supply to test my hypothesis. Note: WDBL-1270 will not DX. No reply from WKBW, WSUX. 73.
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Larry Schwartz - 4819 Atlanta Drive - San Diego 15, California

Just got myself a Zenith 1000D so should get some better DX! No noise for two weeks, so maybe the city works fixed it, I hope! DX: 12/25- Heard KAST-1370 finally (Hi, Jim in Balto); WTV-1400 TT again for another report; KXX-1400 through the mess. On 610 KFRC was off! Heard rr and the announcer said, "Numur -- on the WSGN Top 20--" and then local KOGO-500 decides it's time to ET all AM! Will be listening again this Monday for them. KILT was heard weakly through KOGO's OC later. This AM 2/3 heard KONG-1400 s/off 5:05; CJOX-940 AN but urn; and the best surprise KTEN-930 testing with 1,000w in Alaska! Noted from 3:20-3:30 when CJCA took over, wow, what a catch! KGUL-1560 boted AN with f/c but urn; WRDW-1480 urn; at 5 heard WIEE (or WIEB, which is it?) s/on but soon faded under XEBJ-1470; JOSK-760 through WMAQ's OC; and at 5:25 KNDA on RS with rr, with WMAY QRM. For 500w, WMAY sure packs a wallop of a signal out here! They are sure friendly, even ask for reception reports over the air. FWDX-970 s/on 5:30 but also urn. Veries: WHYE-910 after two months, my coffee-stained report returned with 'confirmed' typed on it and signature from secretary. KAIN-970 also two months, both WHYE and KAIN sent and received the same day! KUKI-1400 from a 12/25 report, KKKL-920 v/q Kraz-1560 KFTR-1400 KIQ-1560 250w. v/ls, WJAZ-980 verified on CM. KOVO-960 demz v/l and survey (Top 50) and lastly a QSL from KMA-960. If any of you has a 1000D rr, I'd appreciate a card or letter on your results with it. Can't make up my mind if it's better than the Telefunken; it certainly can tune out unwanted stations that's for sure! Thanks to Bernie Duffy who is always answering my questions! This AM local KG-1360 was off AN, and I sure hope it's for good - man, what an image-maker! Now have only KOGO XETRA KBBQ KCBQ AN, but strong ones as KXM KPI etc. make up for that. I noted KFIV-1560 wasn't AN as I had thought, only KRXK/KXCL. KRC-710 goes off tomorrow AN so I'm hoping for WIEE! 73 to all of you.

G. G. Huycske - 183 Stuart Street - Kingston, Ontario

Thanks to all who sent letters and Christmas cards. If I haven't answered them yet I shall get around to it soon. The engineering studies take up about 90% of the available time. Only DX on weekends, and then on Monday Ams. DX: 1/25- CHRI CJCA-920 WBAQ-1150. 1/11- CJLJ-1060 s/off 2:05 a.m., CFCN-1060, CFUN-1410, KBOE-740 test, WENN-1320 5 a.m. s/on, WDQB-1300 DX, WMAQ WHITE Radio Caribe-830. 1/12- WIRV-1550. 1/13- KMJ-760 KTTR-1170 WANN-1190 10 kw., WEB 710 KUOM-770 WAMM-1420 WQON-710 WQED-1050 WQAP WQOW WQXI-1110. The rest I don't have the dates, just jotted them down when I got them: WTVL-1490 12:05 am. s/off, WHFR-1320 WDRP-1350 WSDK-1140 KXRA-1490 KBBQ-910 test, KBIR-936 Nancy, France, first European 1-1:30 am., CHED-1030 WQYR-900 WOA-1150 Munich copied solid 1-1:30 Monday AM, 300kw. WRAQ-590 KTV-990 WMNN-1590 at 10 am. on a Saturday! KBOQ-920 2:30 am, Monday AM, KFSC-1205 Bordeaux WWSF-1340 WER-1035 weak in French, too much WBBW/WHO, WTVL-1020 CKBS-1240 OTAR-560 WBBW-1490-dx WRC-139-dx. -2/1 this morning 2/1; high at noon was -69. Values: CJLB-940 QSI, CJRM-570 CJGC-920 KORL-655 CBSS-1050 CFUN-1060 card, CFUN-1410 CSU-950 Caribe-830 CFMN-1250 card, CHED-1080. There is some station here behind WSO-1300. I wonder if this is WEEE. I can never make it out. 73 and good DX.

G. Harley DeLeurers - 1 East 3 Street - mounted Route 21 - Hobart, Indiana

Those stations which were turned OFF between 12/25 and 1/11 were: KAIT-1560 KVSH-940 WDSS-1410 KPMC-1560 WSGN-1410 KUSB-950 KPRS-1560 KBEA-1490 CFMY-1570 KEGQ-1560 KSIS-1560 KJYR-1490 WPUV-1560 KATQ-940 WFTC-1460 KZS-950 KEEF-1490 KGET-930 WMRT-1010 KDKL-930 WUJ-940 WJEL-1260 WMSG-730 WHTG-1560 WVUL-950 WPLX-1490 KBOA-830 KCCS-1590 KHJH-1410 KPQ-1590 WJFA-1590 KUTT-1550 KCSM-1560 KLEE-1490 WBOI-930 WKBK-930 KFPH-680 WPLO-600 CHUB-1570 WAAX-570 KMA-950 KCSM-1560 WSOM-850 WSUS-1200 WSHH-1570 WVEF-1440 KXFE-1310 WEGN-1560 WEGM-1440 CHVC-1660 K1XZ-940 WSEP-1010 KBNX-1450 WHEL-950 KDAO-1560 WFLB-1070 WVKO-1850 WBDJ-960 KNYD-1570 KKHJ-1560 WSV-1570 KCLU-1590. WKBV, Ky., was verified # 1,000 for me, and KCLU, Mo. was # 1,027. At the rate I'm going I'll reach 2,000 by 1970 or so. Oh well, that's something to look forward to. Logs since CFMY are the following: KATQ KIZZ KBBQ WBBW KETD WSVG WYDL HO72 KDDL WJBL KCLU WDBC WDBL WSBU KDOT KUOT KGMO KLEE CHUS KCCR WAXX WILF WKBH KCCG WILF WERD WDCY WBBH WKBH WKBH XIZO WLDK KFW NWSW WJBL WCN WDBR WJBL WDBR WAFWAY WILF KXIN WSBW WSLW KSGD WJDR KLEX WQNB KJDS WFLS WDBR KFDB Radio Americas-1160 CFM-1050 WJID-750 WSBW KWSM CBWS CBUS-1319 WJUL and WQWW. 73s.

LET'S KEEP IN MIND THE BIG INDIANAPOLIS N.R.C. CONVENTION OVER THE LABOR DAY WEEKEND OF SEPTEMBER 1-2-3, 'WITH PRELIMINARY TRIPS ON FRIDAY AUGUST 31 TO WLY, WNCY AND AN F.C.C. FREQUENCY MONITORING STATION. PLENTY OF FUN AND EXCITEMENT FOR ALL!
To Ev; The torn stencil last week was no fault of yours, Pop was a bit careless when he opened the envelope, and caught the stencil with the letter opener, and this after he had part of the envelope already open.

With the inclusion of the latest CPs, lets hope DX News begins to get with the limit of 10 sheets of paper. However now that the F/C list Conditions of Frequencies and the CP list are now in your hands, guess we can take it a little easier at the publishers end. Now good DX all.

To submit your comments or queries, please use the following format:

SEND ALL ITEMS IN EST TO EV JONSON 504-16th ST MENDOTA, IL.

FREQ. CALL. REMARKS.

550 KOFR Butte, Mont. had F/C TT 1/22-3:35-3:45-(W.Lewis-Tenn.

710 CJGP Leamington, Ont.- Feb. S/on 07:30-Off 6 p.m.-(C.Mantey

790 WPIC Sharon, Pa.-S/on 06:00-S/off 5:15-(C.Mantey-Ohio

850 KIJO Hilo, Hawaii.- S/off 03:00-(Kwiatkowski-N.Y.

960 KOVO Prove, Utah.- S/off 04:00-1:28-(D.Northup-Ia.: (Ev:

1070 KHIO Lwritten, Mo.-S/on 06:30-Mk Dys.-(D.Northup-Ia

1080 WRIC Hartford, Conn.- S/on Mon Thru-SAT.-5:30-SUN.-6:50

1150 WDEL Wilmington, Del.- S/on 408-Off 1:05-(Rugg-(Mantey-0

1220 KIZZ El Paso Tex.- S/on 07:00-(Kwiatkowski-N.Y.

1300 WSVD Mt.Airy, N.C.-S/on Mt Dys.-05:00-KVOX-Col. Sprs.S/off 02:02

1350 WMAK Nashville, Tenn.-S/off SAT. 02:00-Ev.

1355 KGHF Pueblo, Col had F/C TT/M-2-3 2:30-2:52-(Ev.: 

1370 WDEA Elsworth, Me.-S/on 5:05- Rugg-MVNA-Norton, Va./S/on 5-35

1370 KAST Astoria, Or.-S/on 03:05-(Kraul-Ill.

1380 WMLZ Lorain, O. S/on 06:00 S/off 5 p.m.-(Mantey-Ohio

1390 WADA Shelby, N.C.-S/on Mt Dys.-15:30 S/on SUN. 07:00-(Mantey

1660 WPUP Gainesville, Fla.- S/on Mt Dys./-07:02-Ev.

1400 WROC Evansville, Ind. had F/C T/T 1st Fri. 2:25-3:00-Kraul-

1420 KTOE Lenkato, Ann.-B/3 is Mon-Thru, Thurs-S/on 6:29-Off 1:10

1450 WSNW Barre Vt.-S/on Mt Dys. at 05:20-(A.Rugg-Que

1460 WVFL Painesville, 0.-S/on 06:00-(Mantey-0

1470 WMAH Chester, Ind. had F/C 2/5 1:30-2:00- WNHY-Ala. same time:

1480 WAKK My Vernon, (Renfrew Valley) Ky.-S/on 04:30-Mantey-0

1470 KELA Centralia, Wash.-S/off 03:16-(M.Lewis-Tenn.

1480 CFOX Pointe Claire, Que.-S/on Mt Dys.-off 06:10-S/on Sun.-07:00

1530 WQVA Quentin, Va.-S/on 07:00-S/off 5:15 for FEB.(Pillsbury.

1540 WABQ Cleveland 0 S/off 06:00-(Mantey-0

1550 WJL Jacksonville, Ill.-Had F/C TT 1/28-1:10-1:55-Northup-Ia.

1560 WRBJ Bayamon, P.I.-"Radio San Juan" S/on 05:02- (W.Lewis-Tenn.

1570 KNAK Fort Levaca.-Tex.- had F/C mx.-2:3-1:15-2:45-Kraul.

1590 WEBS Canton Ill had F/C 11.-2:3 1-1:15- asking for reports.--

1570 WPUR Grand Rapids Mich.-S/on Mt Dys. 7:45 off at 6:15.-Ev.


1600 WMIC Loristown, S.C.-S/on 1/28-07:15-Northup

1620 WPAP Annandale Va.-S/on 1/28-07:45-orthup-.Ia.

1630 WHTT Rocky Mount, Va.-S/on 1/28-07:30-orthup-.Ia.

1640 WABC Indianapolis, Ind.-S/on 7:45-Off 6:10 P.M. Evv.

1650 WCCR Puerto Rico, S.D-S/on 08:00 Off 7:30 P.M.-Kwiatkowski

1670 WSSV Pensacola, Fla. had F/C TT 2/3-3:30-3:37-Northup-Ia.

1680 WKEU Golden Valley Min. now on R/3 lrd 2/3 6:30 P.M. Evv.

1680 WDXC Peninsula, Conn. had ET's 1/28- wants reports- Pillsbury-N.Y.

1690 WHTV Ann Arbor Mich.-S/on 05:31-Northup


F/Cs Per list.


680 KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo will TEST from 0300 - 0330 E S T on

February 13 1962. Thro from Terrance Colgan - NNRC.
| B - P. Taylor | M. - unsigned | 1270 W GqB A | F. K. Bromy | L |
| C - M. Mann | N. - E. Williams | 1230 W DrN T | Norris L. Nathanson | M |
| D - G. Greene | O. - R. Northup | 1280 W DrN T | Jack S. Pallen, M, CE | Q |
| E - C. Manthey | P. - J. Cangler | 1300 W R K T | William C. Purcell, CE | R |
| F - S. Morey | Q. - R. Northup | 1290 W O D | Dale Walters, ACE | R |
| H - P. Mittler | S. - D. John | 1310 W K O K | Joseph Malkin, CE | H |
| I - R. Johannes | T. - L. Kruse | 1330 W B E B | Kay Murray, S | S |
| J - J. Reilly | U. - A. Bjork | 1340 W T S B | Al G. Stanley, M | M |
| K - R. Edge | V. - D. Murray | 1350 W T X J | A. W. Strong, Sn | R |
| 540 W Y N N | G. M. Davis, CE | K L B | William C. Marchand, TD | A |
| 578 C F C B | Lawrence G. Bourne, Trf | 1360 W F F A | Earl N. Hodges, CE | R |
| 580 K T A N | Gene Stough, CE | K R Y S | Leo S. Burch, CE | R |
| 590 K F X D | Gilbert Rose, CE | 1370 W F D R | J. C. Loftin Jr., E | L |
| 596 K B H S | A. M. McGregor, P | W SfA Y | Gordon P. Brown, GM | OP |
| 620 K S T R | Charles N. Price, CE | W T K Y | Luther Swan, E | Q |
| 630 C EqC O | Jack Beardall, M, O | 1380 W S I Z | Lester Hall, CE | AC |
| 640 W O I | Byron Strong, CE | K S B W | Richard Logan, Sn | B |
| 710 K K E L | R. C. Johnson | W L O S | George F. Sprague, CE | E |
| 710 K E E L | R. C. Johnson | 1390 W R C S C | Dick Kruppa, PD | U |
| 880 W Eq3 | Hal Carlson | W P U P | Roy Allen, CE | V |
| 730 V P 4 R D | Mrs. J. Goncalves APD | 1400 W R I G | Larry Lee, DJ | H |
| 740 K S S S | Jay Blakesley, GE | W H G B | Ken Scott, PD | Q |
| 757 W BqA M | Cyril J. Brennan | W L S B | Henry Hoffman, M | Q |
| 790 K XfG O | Norris F. Pederson, CE | 1410 W B K N | James Horn, DJ | R |
| 800 W D S C | Dorothy Fleming | W A L A | R. B. Jurley, CE | R |
| 860 W K W R | Paul Demares, CE | W D A X | Nick Smith | U |
| 890 K Cqm O | W. A. Kiley, CE | 1450 W N J R | Aarun Kaplan, EST | V |
| 880 W O W | Terence King, CE | C B G | (R. Luther | M |
| 880 T Gmj | Humberto Gonzalez Juan | 1460 W M Y B | Paul C. Epps, CE | Q |
| 920 W G M U | Martha K. Gunter, S | 1460 W K B S F | Evelyn Reynolds, Trf | Q |
| 921 K XqL Y | (George E. Langford, CE | W B U C | Jesse D. Newman | Q |
| 930 K RhD E | Robert S. Wilcox, CE | K Z O T | Janie Neal, S | R |
| 940 C JqI L | L. W. Wright, E | 1480 W S O R | Ralph J. Robinson, GM | A |
| 990 W C R M | Frank G. Belaska, CE | V O U S | Larry L. Wyrich, MD | M |
| 1021 W T C B | Ben Washaw, GM | 1490 W E F M J | Donali E. Lefebvre, CE | U |
| 1010 C BfX | R. J. Nebloch, InfoServ | W P O R | Betty Wing, Receptionist | V |
| 1040 C H M C | Fernando Gomez Agudelo | 1520 W F S S | Robert Hopkins, CE | T |
| 1050 C U H M | George E. Joches, CE | 1530 W Q M A | R. W. Shutts, PD | O |
| 1070 W K W O | Robert Wickham, CE | 1550 W E U D | David Tarter, E | GS |
| 1081 W Kqj J | Jerry Speerstra, CE | 1560 K I Q S | Warren Dean, CE | Q |
| 1081 W U F O | Albert J. Hoch, CE | 1560 K I Q S | Walter D. Stewart, CE | GHJI |
| 1091 C H I C | R. L. Mcbean, CE | 1570 W T A B L | Robert R. Wadmough, CE | 0 |
| 1170 W LfBeo | Charles Coder, M | 1570 W A E L | C. Wulfman Fitz, Sr/Ptnr | R |
| 1205 T C E D | Oscar Carranza Samaoco | 1580 K WcE D | David Tarter, E | GS |
| 1220 C J S S | W. B. Still, Div E | 1580 K I R T | Warren Dean, CE | Q |
| 1230 W F V A | John Carl Morgan, GM, CE | 1580 K I R T | W. Hindjosa, CE | R |
| 1240 W KcD K | E. R. Gilham, CE | W V K O | Roy V. Carlson, CE | R |
| 1250 W GqL | Richard R. Miller, CE | W O R G | Lonnie P. Frye, M | Q |
| 1250 W M T T | Floyd Turner, M | W B E Z L | Brych Wine, CE | K |
| 1600 W T R U | Enrique Sanchez Lopez | 1600 W T R U | Allen L. Sava, CE | N |
| February 10, 1962 | | | | |
As of January 10th 1962 the Post Office Dept put into effect this new regulation. "All 2nd and 3rd class mail that does not bear the notation "Return Requested" will be disposed of and not forwarded nor returned to sender.

Effective same date, all 2nd and 3rd class mail bearing the words "Return Requested" will be returned to the sender and there will be a fee of .08¢ that must be paid by same. However being that our envelopes bear the words "Return Postage Guaranteed" they will be treated the same as if the words "Return Requested" appeared, that is until our present supply of envelopes are used up, then the new order will have to read "Return Requested".

Because of this new postal regulation your Exec Sec, has been paying .08¢ postage due on each issue of DX News that has been returned because of a member having a change of address, yet not notifying Club Headquarters. When this happens the first issue has not been returned until after the 2nd issue has been mailed, thus at least 2 issues are returned each costing the club .08¢ and in some cases it becomes 3 issues which boosts the cost up to a total of .24¢ in all.

Because of the cost to the club the following will be put into effect at once. When a member fails to notify Club Headquarters of a change of address and their issues of DX News are returned with the .08¢ postage due, his membership will expire 1/2 month earlier and if a 2nd issue is returned then their membership will expire another 1/2 month and if the 3rd issue is returned still another 1/2 month, thus by being lax in notifying your Club of a change of address can cost you from 1/2 month to 1-1/2 months loss in membership. Plus I will not be able to guarantee to replace the issues returned.

The above action might seem drastic but it seems that this kind of action must be taken in order to wake up you lads who fail to realize that the club cannot continue to pay out these fees without raising the yearly dues and the raising of the yearly dues is something that we are trying to prevent.

Again we remind you that when you have a change of address you must pay a fee of .15¢ for the new address plate. This is a MUST. However if you revert back to an address you had since OCT-1 1960, then no fee is required because we have all old addresses up or rather back to that date on file. Our address plate file ONLY dates back to Oct-60.

"KDAB" Radio has some very firm regulations regarding verification of DX reports and we think that you will agree that they are completely fair to all concerned.

1 - Verifications will not be made on any report not containing RETURN POSTAGE.
2 - Verifications will not be made on any report postmarked more than 24 hours later than the time reported time of reception (holiday exceptions are made)
3 - Verifications will not be made on any report containing less than 10 minutes of logged information except where the total broadcast time was 10 minutes or less, such as a brief equipment test.
4 - No incoming collect telephone calls are accepted.
5 - It is preferred that requests for verification be made on standard size 8-1/2 x 11 pages of paper so that filing may be expedited. The National Radio Club standard reporting form is preferred. EXCEPTION overseas mail may be on Standard International Air Letter forms.
6 - The first and only the first letter from any overseas DX listener need not be accompanied by return postage. We will mail, at our expense and on our own letter, verifications to overseas DX fans providing they meet the requirements of (2) through (5) above.
7 - Any letter requesting a waiver of item (2) must fully explain the circumstances. In no case will a postmark later than one week be accepted, and these only from overseas points. Signed J. P. Tucker.

who also adds, regarding stations getting on the air, DX letters are about the least important thing in life of a rushed and harried engineer. Feel sorry for the guy, not mad at him. John P Tucker-C.E.-KDAB.
550  CFNB  Heard with sport relay at 0200, 12/29. (RF) GMT
566  ....  Strong heterodyne from about 0253 to after 0330 on 1/19.
      Too much WQAM to ID station but probably Athlone, Eire. (AM)
575  DDR  Leipzig, East Germany, picked up on 1/31 between 2230 and
      2321 with S-4/5 readings and report sent. (BD)
638  ....  Prague I, Czechoslovakia, a regular this past week, up to
      S-5 at times and heard well 2230 s/on to around 2400. (BD)
640  CBN  St. Johns, Nfld., heard with poor signal. (RF)
647  BBC  Daventry, England, fair at 1730 on 1/23. (AM)
650  KORL  Honolulu, Hawaii, verified promptly via form letter, (CMS)
665  ....  Lisbon with program in English, French, 0000-0100 "Voice
      of the West". (RF) (GMT)
      ....  Vilnius, U. S. S. R., heard very weakly at 2330 on 1/31,
      but not readable enough for a report. (BD)
      ....  Lisbon I, Portugal, sent another QSL card, this time for
      January report. Incidentally I note that RHM had a station
      on this freq. recently with a series of chimes at 0200.
      Roy, this might have been Lisbon, which signs on at 0200
      beginning with several chimes. (BD)
674  RTF  Rennes, I, France, fait at 1720 on 1/6. (AM)
675  YND  "Union Radio" holds the call YND, not YNDS, the change was
      made years ago. The letterhead of their verie has YND and
      not YNDS. Probably about 10 Kw. (CAT)
690  XEAK  Tijuana, with strong signal on 1/13 at 0300. (JRB)
700  HCJB  Quito, Ecuador, heard on top of WLM from about 0132-0137 on
      special DX program. (AM)
710  WOR  Good signal on 1/6 and 1/5 but QRM from beacon. (RF)
720  ....  "Radio Peking", best level any Chinese ever had; 1/30 at
      0518. (RHM)
737  ....  Poznan, Poland, brought in on 1/31 2400-0015, S-5 to S-6,
      and maybe just enough for a report. (BD)
746  ....  Hilversum I, Holland, verified by QSL card my 12/25 report
      for a new country. Logged at 1800 s/off, 1/31. (BD)
750  JOIB  Sapporo, Japan, 1/29 0430-0500 with audible signal but
      bothered by WSB OC. (PHN)
765  YSKL  San Salvador still AN 7 days here from 755 Kcs. and always
      strong here during AM. (FHM) Back here maybe AH as ID at
      0245 on 1/29. (RHM) Unknown SS noted in spots from 0015-
      0140 on 1/29 with orchestra music and ID as "Radio -----".
      Signal was very erratic going from unreadable to S-8. Any
      idea who this is? (JRB) (Yep, YSKL, see above-FV)
770  WABC  ABC news at 0200 GMT. (RF)
780  4YA  Dunedin, New Zealand (Verified last season) received in the
      clear, with S-4/5 signals, from 0255-0315 on 1/29. At 0315
      a strong U. S. carrier came on, so no more 4YA. (BD)
782  ....  Deutschlandsender, East Germany, rolled in with S-6/7
      readings on 1/31 from 2044-2145, and not too much WBM QRM,
      either. Program featured pop music and such American tunes
      as "Puttin on the Ritz". (BD) (This is 250 Kw. in Burg, and
      originally supposed to be for Soviet troops in Germany-FV)
810  CX14  Good signal. (RF)
818  ....  Andorra, heard with fair signal on 1/10 at 0130. Talk
      by man till 0130 then women in French. (AM)
820  HJED  Faint signal on 1/10. (RF)
Station announcing as "Radio Caribe" heard from 0345, very loud in Spanish and giving call as HJSZ, the shortwave call of Radio Santiago. On 1/19. Wonder if this was "Radio Caribe" using the transmitter of Radio Santiago, HJSZ?(AM)

Managua, heard in English at 2320 on 1.19. Gave power as 15 Kw., and address as Box 607. (JRB)

Osaka, Japan, logged on 1/29 for report from 0357-0430 with around S-3 to S-4 signals most of the time. (FHN)

St. Lucia, B. W. I., logged at fair volume on 1/10 from 2112 to 2118 and on 1/20 from 21-7 to 2120. (HJW)

World News and commentaries by man and woman alternating from 1730-1745 on 1/17. This was in English and speakers had British accents. Announced as "-----Broadcasting Service" at 1745, but unable to read due to hopover from 820.

Who is it? (JRB)(Looks like you heard St. Lucia, too-FV)

Nancy I, Franco, good signal on 12/25 at 0150. (AM)

Santa Marta, Colombia, was DP 10 over S-9 many times on 1/24 from 2153 to 2230. Report out via air-mail. (HJW)

Sao Paulo, Brazil, in at 0220 on 1/29 with positive ID as "Radio Bandeirantes" (ED) Heard at 0250 on 1/19, should be fairly easy for anyone needing Brazil. (AM)

"Radio El Mundo", this appears to be the new slogan for "Radio Centro", Tegucigalpa, Honduras, although Radio Centro is still mentioned frequently. (CMS)

Frankfurt, West Germany, had a real nice signal at 0030 on 2/2, but I couldn't get rid of the WHL splatter to make a log. (ED)

Auckland, New Zealand, on 1/29 all AM with good signal at times. (FHN)

Belo Horizonte, Brazil, I think, heard at 0315 on 1/29, but there was QRM from BBC (861) and a station on 880 quite possibly 1YC, so I got no report. (ED)

Fairly good at 0100 with CBS news. (RP) (GMT)

Bogota, still heard strong here on Mondays "Canal de Color" when WLS is off. (FHN)

Cuba, noted AN here on 2/2 over CHML at times. (FHN)

East German announcing as "Neun Hundert Vier" was heard quite clearly on 1/30 and 1/31 from 2300-2330. Signals up to S-7, German language, mostly pop music. Unlisted in WHM and supposed to be a clandestine "West German" with transmitter at Magdeburg, East Germany. (ED)(Also not in EBU lists-FV)

Bogota, now logging on 1/29 s/on at 0455 with Spanish music but no ID until about 0507 when gave calls, longwave freq. only and IDed as "Radio Continental" and then played National anthem. (FHN)

Brussels, #11, Belgium, with a fair signal on 1/19 at 0150 (AM) Finally received a QSL card (very attractive) from this one for an October report, Country #50. (ED)

Poor signal. (RP)

Carupano, Venezuela, 1/20 0534-0545, ID at 0545, chimes at 0537, Rumba mentioned at 0544; Phillips ad at 0541, about S-3/6. (SB)

Seoul, South Korea, fair 1/31, 0625-0630 with 4 tone song on the hour. (Korean Time)(RFM)

Honolulu, Hawaii, verified by card on a report of 11/27. Signer Henry Heeseman, Chief Engineer. (HWW)

Was indeed surprised on 1/29 to find ZD, Tasmania, New Zealand, coming in most of the time between 0225 and 0320 at S/4-5, even with AN local WIBG on 090 Kcs. (BD)
1007 **Hilversum II, Holland, with a fair signal on 1/19 at 0150.** (AM)

1010 WINS **Good signal very consistent. Have recorded this one.** (RP)

1015 YSU **Heard from 2320-2335 on 1/24.** (JRB)

1020 TGUX **Guatemala City, with news in English from 0122-0135 on 1/29 with good signals.** (JRB)

1035 4VE **Cap Haitien, Haiti, noted tentatively from 0620-0630 on 1/21 with news and weather in English followed by religious program.** (JRB) "Radio Evangélico", "La Voix Evangélique". Correct call is 4VE, not 4VFN or 4VEC, both of which are SW. Correct call noted on veric. (CAT)

1040 **Spanish Speaker still noted on here, seems to be AM. Can't seem to get an ID.** (JRB)(Apparentley neither can anyone else)

1043 DDR **Dresden, East Germany, heard most of evening on 12/25. Signal very good about 2215.** (AM) A regular this week in mid-evening. Seemed to alternate classical and pop music, including R&R. Have veric letter dated 1/60. (BD)

1050 WISHM **Logged odd nights.** (RP)

1052 BBC **Start Point, England, with good signal at 1723 on 1/6. Heard many evenings since then.** (AM)

1070 CBA **Good signal.** (RP)

1088 BBC **Droitwich, England, 1/27 0150-0315, pips at 0300, ID at 0300, 0200, weather at 0159.** (SB) Fair at 0205 on 1/19. Also has been heard in evening over WBAL on 1090. (AM)

1090 XERB **Logged odd nights.** (RP)

1100 HJAT **Logged odd nights.** (RP)

1110 **Radio Reloj**, this station has moved from 1080 and is the "Reloj" station you people are reporting. Listen carefully and on hour and half-hour the ID "Esta Es Radio Reloj", 1100 kilocycles desde Barranquilla, Colombia". Call HJAT is used rather infrequently. (CAT)

1110 XERCN **Heard with American pop music from 0215-0235 on 1/20.** (JRB)

1110 WBET **Logged odd nights.** (RP)

1110 YVNN **Punto Fijo, Venezuela, specifically verified via card from "Radio Rumbos" headquarters in Caracas.** (CMS)

1140 CBP **Good around 0100 GMT.** (RP)

1144 **Port-au-Princo, Haiti, at 1830. This on 1/4 in French. Does anyone know call and power.** (AM)

1150 XEJP **Radio Variedades" heard from 0315-0327 on 1/20.** (JRB)

1161 BBC **North Ireland Service, 1/27 0200-0330, ID 0200, S-4/B.** BBC on 1295 also heard at this time. (SB)

1160 CMBN **"La Voz de INRA". I don't think the correct call is CMBN as call CMBO has been heard on occasion, also 1010 is conspicuos because CMBO is no longer there. The slogan "INRA" is correct.** (CAT)

"Radio Americas" heard in English 2330-0000 GMT on Sunday, very good signal. (RP)

"Radio Meyrink Veiga", Rio, consistent. (RP)

The current La on here seems to be HRWW, "La Voz de Centro America", San Pedro Sula, Honduras. (BD)

1207 RTF **Bordeaux, France, heard most nights over S-7 signing off at 1701.** (SB) Heard from 0200-0220 with fair signal on 1/20. (JRB)

1210 WCAU **Audible as early as 2345 GMT.** (RP)

1214 BBC **England, 1709-1900 s/off, ID at 1831, 1859, 1800, 1830; all classical music program heard. S-4/9.** (ZM)

1236 CS1 **Prague, Czechoslovakia, heard at 1805 on 12/21. ID in English then program in Spanish or Portuguese.** (AM)

1340 HCSN **"Radio Sira", SW 3988, Ecuador, but location unknown.** (WRH)
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1367 Porto, Portugal, strong at 0205 on 1/29. (BD)
1375 Still hearing heterodyne on this frequency in evenings. Fairly loud at times but too much QRM from US stations to ID, (AM)

1376 RTF Lille, France, heard nightly with English/French language course 1730-1800, IDs in French and English. S/off 1801, usually 5-7/9. (SB)

1457 BBC Clevedon, England, good signal on 1/19 at 0155. (AM)

1470 WLNK With ABC network shows. (RP)

1484 A definite TA signal at 0123 on 1/29, but no idea who. (BD) (about a hundred on hero too-FV)

1510 WMEX Fairly good at 0000 GMT. (RP)

1520 WBDW Fairly good at 0030 GMT. (RP)

1538 Strong heterodyne heard many evenings, but too much WPTR" KXEL/ZNS QRM to ID, (AM) (Kevensburg-FV)

1560 WRSJ "Radio San Juan", Bayamon, Puerto Rico, verified promptly via letter from VP Clement. Littauer, (CMS)

2RE Terre, New South Wales, verified reception of 12/1/61; state on 500 watts power. This my 2nd most distant of such power and one of my "top ten" varies. (RHM)

WQXR Logged odd nights. (RP)

1582 "Radio Veronica", at sea heard in the afternoon with Dutch commercials and pop music. (RP)

1575 "Radio Porto" good in evenings with QRM from Radio Norway at 2300 GMT. (RP)

1578 CSB5 Porto, Portugal, 1/27 0204-0233 below XEDM on 1580; Portu-guese talks by men and woman at 0206, mostly music. (SB)

REPORTERS

HJW-Hank Wilkinson, 6620 Bocman Avenue, North Hollywood, California.
SD-Sam Barto, 3 Glenwood Avenue, Naugatuck, Connecticut.
FHM-Francis H. Nittler, 2634 South Josephine Street, Denver 10, Colorado.
RP-Roy Patrick, 8 Sidney Street, Derby, England.
RHM-Roy H. Millar, Box 778, Bellowut, Washington.
CMS-C. M. Stanbury, Box 218, Crystal Beach, Ontario, Canada.
AM-Alan Morrison, 7504 Montrose Street, Alexandria, Virginia.
BD-Don Dengerfield, 202 Governors Drive, Spraul Estates, Chester, Penna.
JRB-A2C Jesse R. Briner, 376 AEMS, Box 124, Lockbourne AFB, Ohio.
COL-C. Alan Taylor, 2528 East Ninth Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.

THE OVERSEAS LISTEN

RP-#-Conditions for TA reception quite good, quite a few state-side stations have been audible here every night. Some of them as early as 2345 GMT. Have managed to record some on tape as the signal was as good as some Europeans. Glad to say the snow has gone and the weather is a little warmer. Guess that does it for this week.

GENERAL

To Bob Leamy, your answer is on the way now via mail. Surely do appreciate the wonderful support you follow are giving the DIGEST. We are really having a banner year with it, and I think that you are all getting a great deal from it. Several questions asked were answered in the same item above. If you watch the DIGESTs each week, you can do much toward IDentifying most of the stations you hear during your DXing. I must be cut of town at a sales meeting and forsooze some difficulty for the March 3rd issue of DX NEWS if we have one. I'll try, but I would appreciate it if you would get all of your material to me for the Feb. 24th issue to make sure it gets in as soon as possible. Don't forget to send your foreign contest entries to Roger Anderson as they come in so that you don't swamp him at the last minute. Also, get your supremacy ratings up to date with Hank Wilkinson. They should really be changing with all the good DX this season. That will do for this week. 73